BIG DATA ANALYTICS: WHAT CAN GO WRONG
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Abstract: It is not uncommon to read that long-held beliefs about medical treatments have been dislodged by new studies. For example, there is now doubt as to whether women should undergo annual mammograms, previously a cornerstone of cancer screening. Hormone replacement therapy for menopausal women, once considered highly suspect in light of worrisome research findings, is now being reconsidered as a beneficial therapy. These reversals trouble and confuse many Americans.

This Article explores why medical research findings can be erroneous and what can go wrong in the process of designing and conducting research studies. It provides readers with essential analytical tools and scientific vocabulary. The challenges of medical research include data quality deficiencies; selection, confounding, measurement, and confirmation biases; inadequate sample sizes; sampling errors; effect modifiers; and causal interactions, among others. All of these can cause researchers to mistake mere associations for causal relationships and to reach conclusions that are invalid and cannot be replicated in subsequent studies.

Erroneous research findings can mislead legislators, regulators, and lawyers who use them for purposes of policy-making or litigation. Thus, understanding the pitfalls of big data analysis is important not only for scientists but also for anyone working with or reading about research studies, that is, for attorneys, health policy professionals, and the public at large.

I. INTRODUCTION

Big data analysis can be a valuable addition to the research toolkit and fill many knowledge gaps.¹ It is unclear, however, whether the proliferation of research endeavors will consistently advance scientific truths.

Big data research is relevant to health law and policy because it can be used in litigation by both plaintiffs and defendants.² Based on studies that reveal
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statistical associations between illnesses and exposure to certain substances, plaintiffs may file tort cases against product manufacturers. For their part, defendants may use different studies to undermine plaintiffs’ claims and argue that something other than their products caused the conditions in question.\(^3\)

In addition, responsible legislators and policy-makers often rely on research findings for purposes of formulating laws, regulations, and policies. When the studies they review are wrong, government authorities can impose needless burdens on the public or, worse yet, cause harm.\(^4\)

Two notorious examples illustrate the potential influence of erroneous research outcomes. A 1998 study published in the prestigious journal, *Lancet*, suggested that the measles, mumps, rubella (MMR) vaccination caused autism.\(^5\) While the study was later retracted,\(^6\) the belief that vaccinations can lead to autism gained traction\(^7\) and still needs to be explicitly rebutted on the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s website.\(^8\) It is not inconceivable that such a study could have convinced state legislatures to relax vaccination requirements before it was disavowed.

In 2009, the *Journal of Psychiatric Research* published a study that claimed to have discovered a causal link between abortion and psychiatric disorders.\(^9\) The researchers reviewed “national data sets with reproductive history and mental health variables” to formulate their findings.\(^10\) Abortion foes widely cited the study,\(^11\) and several states in fact enacted laws requiring women who want
abortions to receive counseling that warns them of potential long-term mental health problems. The study was discredited in 2012 when scientists found that its design was deeply flawed. The original researchers did not compare women with unplanned pregnancies who had abortions to those who did not and failed to focus only on mental health problems that manifested after abortions. Thus, legislative initiatives were based on invalid findings.

There are many other examples of research findings that have gained extensive media coverage, but all too frequently, they are later questioned or contradicted. These reversals can be perplexing and frustrating. A 2010 article in *The Atlantic* bemoaned the phenomenon of conflicting, highly publicized research outcomes:

> And they sometimes make headlines, as when in recent years large studies or growing consensuses of researchers concluded that mammograms, colonoscopies, and PSA tests are far less useful cancer-detection tools than we had been told; or when widely prescribed antidepressants such as Prozac, Zoloft, and Paxil were revealed to be no more effective than a placebo for most cases of depression; or when we learned that staying out of the sun entirely can actually increase cancer risks; or when we were told that the advice to drink lots of water during intense exercise was potentially fatal; or when, last April, we were informed that taking fish oil, exercising, and doing puzzles doesn’t really help fend off Alzheimer’s disease, as long claimed. Peer-reviewed studies have come to opposite conclusions on whether using cell phones can cause brain cancer, whether sleeping more than eight hours a night is healthful or dangerous, whether taking aspirin every day is more likely to save your life or cut it short, and whether routine angioplasty works better than pills to unclog heart arteries.

This Article explores why medical research findings can be erroneous and
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what can go wrong in the process of designing and conducting research studies. It provides readers with essential analytical tools and scientific vocabulary. Understanding the pitfalls of big data analysis is important not only for scientists but also for anyone working with or reading about research studies, that is, for attorneys, health policy professionals, and the public at large.

Big data analysis can face many challenges. First, as discussed in Part II, the data that researchers review can be fraught with errors, incomplete, fragmented, or otherwise flawed. Second, Part III analyzes a variety of biases that can distort research findings, including selection bias, confounding bias, measurement bias, and confirmation bias. Part IV explores additional research obstacles. For example, sample sizes can be too small to produce reliable research results, sampling errors may exist, treatment effects can vary between individuals because of effect modifiers, and researchers might fail to discover causal interactions among multiple causal factors. As explained in Part V, all of these problems can cause researchers to mistake mere associations for causation and to reach outcomes that cannot be replicated and confirmed in subsequent studies. Thus, research errors and debunked studies are common phenomena. Finally, Part VI concludes.

II. DATA QUALITY

Medical big data analysis often draws upon electronic health records (EHRs). A key hurdle to conducting record-based research is that existing EHRs often contain errors, are incomplete, or suffer from other shortcomings. The information in EHRs is initially collected for medical treatment and billing purposes, so it may be ill-suited for research. Moreover, data are often contaminated by a myriad of inaccuracies that can compromise research outcomes. Though improved data-capture technology may remedy many shortcomings in the future, these deficiencies should be a significant concern to contemporary researchers. This section discusses a number of potential data quality problems.

A. Data Can be Entered Incorrectly

Clinicians inputting EHR data can mistype words and numbers or copy and paste information from a prior date into a current visit’s entry in order to save time without editing and updating it appropriately. They can also select the wrong EHR codes and menu items or be forced to choose among diagnosis or treatment codes that are not specific or detailed enough to describe the patient’s condition.
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Some research suggests that error rates in EHRs are considerably higher than they were in paper records. In one study, researchers examined progress notes made between August 2011 and July 2013 at a Michigan hospital that implemented an EHR system in 2012. They found an error rate of 24.4 percent in EHRs compared to a 4.4 percent error rate in paper records. It is noteworthy, however, that the study was conducted when the EHR system was first adopted and staff had to learn the new technology. Moreover, the researchers found that medical residents, who are presumably more tech-savvy than the prior generation of physicians, had far fewer errors and omissions than their older colleagues, so that error rates might decline appreciably in the future. It is also significant that EHRs have largely eliminated the serious problem of illegible handwriting in medical records, unless their contents are transcribed from handwritten notes.

Data inaccuracies can distort research outcomes. Even a small error rate, as low as one to five percent, can significantly impact estimates of mortality and adverse events. As incidents of hacking and cybercrimes proliferate, data analysts also cannot ignore the possibility that hackers will access EHR medical databases and purposefully alter and taint them.
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B. Data Can Be Incomplete or Fragmented

If EHR data are incomplete or fragmented among several different records, data analysis will be unreliable. Researchers may often find that EHRs do not include all of the information they need for their studies. Clinicians collect data for treatment and billing purposes and thus they generally do not have research studies in mind. For example, a review of EHR data from the New York-Presbyterian Hospital clinical data warehouse revealed that when patients died of pneumonia in the emergency room, clinicians “spent little time documenting symptoms so that in the electronic health record, the patient appeared to be healthy other than the death.” Thus, researchers may find these records to be relatively unilluminating and a poor fit for research.

Data concerning treatment outcomes are particularly likely to be missing because doctors and hospitals often do not follow up with patients. For example, a patient who visits an emergency room for a few hours and is discharged may choose not to seek further care or may later go to a doctor with a different EHR system so that the hospital record provides no evidence of how the individual ultimately fared. The absence of information could mean that the emergency room treatment cured the patient or, by contrast, that she did not improve or even deteriorated and sought care elsewhere.

Data fragmentation often exists because different facilities have EHR systems that are not interoperable. Interoperability is “the ability of different information technology systems and software applications to communicate, to exchange data accurately, effectively, and consistently, and to use the information that has been exchanged.” Patients who are treated at multiple medical centers may have their records divided among different EHR systems so that their record cannot easily be put together into an integrated whole. EHR fragmentation is a serious
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obstacle for research because analysts looking at records from a particular institution or database see only pieces of patients’ records, and key medical information may be missing. Furthermore, researchers who examine de-identified records from multiple facilities may mistake the records of a single patient for records of several different individuals.

C. Data Can Be Difficult to Extract and Lack Harmonization

As other scholars have noted, “[t]he realities of doing research across different institutions using the EHR, even when working with sites that have an EHR from the same vendor, are daunting.”40 Different entities may use different versions of EHRs that collect data in different ways. Entities may customize their EHRs to change menu items or terminology, and health care providers have different data documentation policies and habits.41 These problems and others can lead to a lack of semantic harmonization that adversely affects the usability of records for research purposes. Semantic harmonization is “the process of collating … data into a singular consistent logical view” so that data are not subject to different interpretations.42

For example, clinicians may be able to choose among a variety of fields in which to document a particular detail, so that researchers expecting to find it in one field may be confused and miss it altogether. Likewise, different medical offices use terms, phrases, and abbreviations differently. To illustrate, the abbreviation “MS” can mean “mitral stenosis,” “multiple sclerosis,” “morphine sulfate,” or “magnesium sulfate.”43 Therefore, a reader looking at records from different sources might be unable to understand what “MS” means in a particular instance.

Another challenge is free text narrative in EHRs. EHR systems allow users to enter both coded information in structured fields and natural-language free text of the study did not contain records of patients who were transferred to dedicated cancer centers because of the severity of their disease or who had initially been treated elsewhere).
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notes about patients.\textsuperscript{45} Important information may appear in free text rather than in the structured fields, and information written in narrative form is much more difficult to extract accurately from EHRs for research purposes.\textsuperscript{46} As an example, a patient’s worsening asthma may be linked to smoking, but researchers may be unaware of this connection if exacerbated asthma is coded, but smoking history is described only in free-text clinical notes.\textsuperscript{47} Similarly, clinicians may record family histories or details about adverse reactions to drugs in narrative form.\textsuperscript{48} Experts may employ natural-language processing tools to extract data from free-text narrative, but these techniques are still developing and are often imperfect.\textsuperscript{49} Diagnoses, measurements or medical histories that are not standardized or are inaccessible because they are not available in structured form, can significantly hinder research efforts.\textsuperscript{50} Similarly, medical vocabulary that is not harmonized may cause analysts to misconstrue or be unable to understand medical records.

\textbf{D. Data Can Be Distorted by Software Glitches}

Defects in software that is used in EHR systems or is used for data analysis may also generate troubling errors.\textsuperscript{51} This is particularly likely when scientists or their assistants develop complex software without consulting skilled software developers.\textsuperscript{52} Inexperienced programmers are likely to create incorrect software.
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and then test it inadequately.\textsuperscript{53} However, commercially developed medical research software is not immune to software glitches.\textsuperscript{54} Ideally, scientists should closely collaborate with software experts to develop and thoroughly validate software for medical research.

III. The Problem of Biases

Even without data blemishes and software defects, analyzing data and drawing correct causal inferences can be extremely challenging. This section analyzes problems of bias affecting big data studies, in particular, selection bias, confounding bias, measurement bias, and confirmation bias. Anyone conducting research or interpreting its results must have a deep understanding of these concepts.

A. Selection Bias

Selection bias relates to the way in which data subjects are selected for study and generally occurs when selection is not randomized.\textsuperscript{55} Selection bias may arise if individuals have the opportunity to opt out of being included in a database or clinical study.\textsuperscript{56} The subset of individuals that remain may not be representative of the patient population of interest because people of a particular sex, ancestry, or socioeconomic group opted out disproportionately.\textsuperscript{57} Selection bias can skew assessments of measures such as disease prevalence or exposure risk because the study’s conclusions differ systematically from the true values of these measures for the target population. That is, the researchers’ findings will not be generalizable from the study’s particular subjects to the larger population about which analysts wish to draw conclusions.\textsuperscript{58}
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B. Confounding Bias

Confounding bias can be a significant problem in causal effect studies.\textsuperscript{59} Causal effect studies typically seek to measure a particular treatment’s average beneficial effect on patients or a particular exposure’s average harmful effect on individuals. Confounding occurs when there is a common cause of the treatment/exposure variable \textit{and} the outcome variable.\textsuperscript{60}

To illustrate confounding, I offer the following hypothetical. Assume a physician chooses among different treatment options based on the severity or duration of a patient’s disease, and these factors also influence the outcome of treatment.\textsuperscript{61} Thus, patients at a later stage of illness receive Treatment A and those at an earlier stage receive Treatment B. At the same time, sicker patients, as a general matter, will not respond as well as healthier patients to treatments because they are frailer or their conditions are more complicated. Unless researchers appropriately adjust for the disease stage factor, called a “confounding variable” or “confounder,” during statistical data analysis, the confounder may produce a false association between the treatment variable and the outcome variable, which will distort findings regarding the causal effects of treatments. In other words, researchers’ conclusions regarding how effective the two medications are may be wrong because of the confounding variable: the illness severity of patients receiving the different therapies. Treatment A may appear to be inferior to treatment B not because it actually is less effective but because the patients receiving treatment A are in a late stage of the disease and would not thrive no matter what therapy was administered.

Socioeconomic factors and patient lifestyle choices may also constitute confounders. Financially disadvantaged (and underinsured) individuals may select less expensive treatments, even if those are not the best choices for them, because those are the only affordable options. Poverty may also separately lead to ill health, \textit{e.g.} because of poor nutrition, stress, and lack of leisure time for exercise. On the flip side, the benefits of preventive care, such as cholesterol-lowering medication, might appear to be greater than they truly are because health-conscious individuals who seek the intervention also take care of themselves with exercise, low-fat diets, and other health-promoting behaviors. Thus, these patients’ impressive outcomes are associated with a multitude of factors rather than solely with the preventive measure.\textsuperscript{62}

Analysts must strive to ascertain, accurately measure, and adjust for all potential confounding variables in order to reduce or eliminate confounding.
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bias. This is no simple task in medical studies because it is often very difficult to discover which variables are potential confounders. Medical care often depends on a patchwork of factors relating to the patients’ health care facilities, health insurance, and clinicians, and to the character and circumstances of the patients themselves, so that various influences remain hidden or obscured.

In clinical studies, researchers ideally randomize treatment assignment to subjects in order to prevent confounding. Thus, in my hypothetical, both treatment A and treatment B would be given to patients all along the disease severity spectrum to determine their efficacy regardless of disease stage. By contrast, in a record-based study (also called an observational study), analysts cannot control treatment assignment, because the treatments have already been given and recorded in patients’ medical files. Researchers must, therefore, strive to identify and obtain the values of confounding variables and adjust for them during data analysis.

C. Measurement Bias

Study results can be further compromised by measurement biases arising from errors in measurement and data collection. Measuring devices might not be calibrated properly or might not be sensitive enough to detect small differences in relevant variables. Biological samples might be stored for different lengths of time or in different conditions, which can cause measurement bias when they are analyzed. To the extent that research is based on patients’ own accounts and memories, outcomes might be distorted because subjects’ responses are influenced by the questioners’ skills, patience, and apparent sympathy or by how important and relevant patients perceive the study’s topic to be. In addition, patients’ memories may be impaired, or they may lie in response to questions that they find to be uncomfortable or embarrassing.

For example, a study of patients’ use of opioid pain medication may have to
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rely on patients’ own reports concerning how many pills they took each day. This is because prescription records will only reveal to researchers how many prescriptions were filled, not how many pills were ingested and how often. Yet, patients who are in severe pain may not record or recall the details of their medication intake. In addition, in light of extensive publicity regarding the opioid crisis, individuals may tend to under-estimate or under-report the amount of medication they took because they do not want to be considered to be opioid addicts.

In fact, the treatment or outcome itself can affect measurement errors. One of the side effects of opioid use is cognitive impairment. Thus, in the above example, patients may misremember how much medication they took in part because the opioids themselves caused them to suffer cognitive deficits.

D. Confirmation Bias

Confirmation bias can be defined as “an agent’s tendency to seek, interpret and use evidence in a manner biased toward confirming her existing beliefs or hypotheses.” Medical researchers are under significant pressure to obtain grant funding and publications. Academics thus undertake projects with particular results in mind, fervently hoping for dramatic findings and headline-grabbing outcomes. These goals, which some consider to be conflicts of interest, can lead analysts to make intentional or unconscious errors such as manipulating data, distorting results, or making stronger claims than the true findings justify.

Confirmation bias is also at play when researchers return time and again to a database, testing and retesting data in order to find publishable results. If initial results are not satisfactory, they look for other associations until one emerges.
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Experts caution researchers who are conducting subgroup analysis that they should develop a small number of hypotheses a priori, before beginning their study. By contrast, testing a large number of subgroup hypotheses, especially those developed post hoc, is likely to reveal spurious subgroup differences. For example, in one instance, a randomized controlled trial ("RCT") of a treatment for septic patients failed to show that the therapy had a statistically significant benefit. A subgroup analysis, however, seemed to demonstrate that the treatment was effective for individuals with a particular type of infection. Yet, a later, large RCT failed to reproduce the subgroup result and proved the positive conclusion to be false. The root of the problem was likely that the researchers’ initial, erroneous subgroup analysis was one of fifteen subgroup hypotheses that they tested. One expert explains the issue as follows: “the odds are that in any large database … there will be a few apparent connections that are in fact merely flukes, not real health effects—it’s a bit like combing through long, random strings of letters and claiming there’s an important message in any words that happen to turn up.”

IV. OTHER DATA ANALYSIS PITFALLS

This section focuses on several additional potential research errors. These consist of using a sample size that is too small, ignoring effect modifiers, and disregarding causal interactions.

A. Sample Size

Researchers must ensure that their sample size is large enough to yield credible results. Sample size affects statistical power, that is, “the probability that a statistical test will indicate a significant difference when there truly is one.” If the sample size is too small, it is more likely that any observed
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differences among subgroups (or other findings) are false and attributable purely
to chance. For example, assume that a medication causes severe nausea and
vomiting for one in ten patients. If researchers look at only ten medical records,
itis very possible that they will encounter only patients who tolerated the drug
well and will wrongly conclude that the drug does not cause adverse side effects
for anyone who takes it.

Determining the correct sample size for a particular study is a complicated
matter, and it behooves analysts to consult statisticians. Sample size can be
particularly challenging for studies targeting rare diseases or rare genetic
variations. However, anyone relying on research outcomes for medical or health
policy purposes should know to scrutinize sample size and question studies that
include only a small number of subjects.

B. Sampling Error

Any sample of data or subjects that researchers study may behave differently
or have different characteristics from the larger population from which the sample
is drawn because the particular collection of a study participants is just one of
many potential groups that researchers could have formed from the population of
interest. This can lead to sampling error. Sampling error is different from
selection bias because it does not involve systematic bias, such as younger
individuals disproportionately opting out of a study; it simply occurs because of
random variability of subjects.

Small samples are particularly vulnerable to sampling error. For example,
assume that investigators wish to determine whether Cleveland, Ohio has a higher
cancer rate than other locations in the United States. Assume also that they review
a sample of one hundred medical records and determine that ten percent of
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patients have cancer. They thus would conclude that Cleveland has a cancer rate that is double that of the national average which is approximately five percent.\textsuperscript{95} The problem is that this very small sample may not tell the investigators anything about the true cancer rate in Cleveland. It may just happen by chance that an unusually large portion of the patients whose records were reviewed had cancer. Thus, it would be inappropriate to generalize the results of this very limited study to the Cleveland population at large.

\textit{C. Effect Modifiers}

Research outcomes can be skewed by effect modifiers, which are characteristics of patients or of the study that change treatment effects.\textsuperscript{96} Thus, “the magnitude of the association between an exposure and an outcome varies across strata of some other factor.”\textsuperscript{97} To illustrate, the degree to which alcohol consumption affects blood pressure varies with age, gender, and smoking status, and therefore these three attributes are effect modifiers.\textsuperscript{98} Effect modification merits study for its own sake. Moreover, investigators examining the relationship between alcohol and blood pressure will reach mistaken conclusions if they ignore the effect modifiers and do not address them in their analysis.

\textit{D. Causal Interactions}

Causal interactions occur when two or more factors interact to produce an effect.\textsuperscript{99} The causal factors do not have to operate at the same time, but they all contribute to the outcome at issue.\textsuperscript{100} For example, in some cases, smoking and alcohol consumption interact to cause head and neck cancers.\textsuperscript{101} Researchers have
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found that seventy-five percent of head and neck cancer cases can be attributed to smoking and sixty-seven percent to drinking alcohol among those who engage in both behaviors. 102 While these figures may seem puzzling because they add up to more than one-hundred percent, they are accurate because smoking and alcohol consumption can interact together to cause cancer. In fact, cancer is generally caused by a multitude of factors, including diet, smoking, occupational exposures (e.g. asbestos) genetic factors, and others. 103 In addition, there can be synergy among the different causal factors such that their interaction amplifies the effect of the separate factors. 104 Although either smoking or asbestos exposure can cause lung cancer, the risk of lung cancer is much higher for individuals who both smoked and breathed asbestos. 105 Researchers focusing on one cause of an outcome must be aware of potential interactions and multi-causal triggers.

V. The Prevalence of Research Mistakes

The pitfalls discussed thus far in the article can lead to invalid findings. How often do researchers reach wrong conclusions? According to some experts, more often than not. Dr. John Ioannidis, who has dedicated his career to studying the credibility of medical research, estimates that “80 percent of non-randomized studies (by far the most common type) turn out to be wrong, as do 25 percent of supposedly gold-standard randomized trials, and as much as 10 percent of the platinum-standard large randomized trials.” 106 This section probes the prevalence of research mistakes.

A. Association v. Causation

If researchers succumb to some of the pitfalls described in the Article, they may mistake mere association for actual causation. 107 They may identify associations between certain exposures and particular outcomes but wrongly conclude that there is an actual causal relationship between them. 108 To illustrate,

102. Id.; See also Rothman et al., supra note 56, at 71.
105. Id.
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data analysis may suggest that drinking coffee increases an individual’s risk of lung cancer. The association would likely disappear, however, when analysts adjust for the fact that, generally, coffee drinkers are more likely to smoke cigarettes than non-coffee consumers, and it is cigarette smoking that, in truth, increases lung cancer risk. Researchers who confuse the association between coffee and lung cancer for a causal relationship would stumble because of confounding bias. Scientists have found that a genetic variant influences both caffeine consumption and smoking, which in turn increases the risk of lung cancer, and thus the genetic factor is a confounder. Moreover, smoking itself may cause individuals to drink more coffee because nicotine increases the metabolism of caffeine, so that smokers lose the stimulating effects of caffeine more quickly. Smoking is thus a confounder that causes both increased coffee drinking and lung cancer. Without awareness of the genetic and smoking confounders, researchers could reach erroneous conclusions about the cause of lung cancer.

As a second example, selection bias can cause analysts to mistake association for causation. Suppose researchers are interested in the question of whether folic acid, taken during pregnancy, can prevent fetal heart defects. Assume too that the investigators include only babies that are born live and exclude from the study fetuses that are miscarried. Researchers might conclude that folic acid is linked to a reduction in the number of fetal heart defects. However, no causal link can be assumed because fetuses that were miscarried were not studied. Some of these fetuses, in fact, may not have survived because of heart defects. Researchers who posit that folic acid reduces fetal heart defects based on these results would have failed to establish an actual causal relationship between the treatment and outcome.

B. Inability to Replicate Study Findings

Research errors can make it impossible for researchers to replicate studies and confirm results. Although it may be far more exciting to make new discoveries, the inability to replicate findings can undermine confidence in the results. Examples include:

- **Bellinger, supra note 97, at 133.**
- **Jorien L. Treur et al., Associations between Smoking and Caffeine Consumption in Two European Cohorts, 111 Addiction 1059, 1059 (2016) (stating that “[t]here appears to be a positive association between smoking and caffeine consumption in the Netherlands and the United Kingdom”).**
- **Id.**
- **See supra Part III.B.**
- **Treur et al. supra note 110, at 1066; Rathi, supra note 113.**
- **HERNÁN & ROBINS, supra note 91, at 95.**
- **Michael Price, To Replicate or Not To Replicate?, SCI. (Dec. 2, 2011, 10:00 AM),**
the work of reproducing prior study results is essential to scientific integrity and the validity of research claims.\(^\text{117}\)

Replicability is a very significant problem for both clinical and observational research. To replicate a clinical trial, a new group of investigators conducts the experiment again, and in the case of a record-based study, new analysts examine a different data set and try to obtain the same findings.\(^\text{118}\) But if the initial study outcome is erroneous because of data quality, biases, and/or the other shortcomings discussed above, it will not be reproducible. On the other hand, if replication studies are themselves tainted by any of these problems, they will fail even if the original results are legitimate.

In 2005, Dr. John Ioannidis published a study in *JAMA*, a top medical journal, focusing on forty-nine of the most highly regarded research findings published during the prior thirteen years.\(^\text{119}\) Of these, forty-five studies claimed to have discovered effective interventions, and thirty-four of these findings were retested in order to validate results. Astonishingly, upon retesting, fourteen of the claims (forty-one percent) were shown to be incorrect or exaggerated.\(^\text{120}\)

In a highly publicized 2015 article, the journal *Science* featured “a large-scale, collaborative effort to obtain an initial estimate of the reproducibility of psychological science.”\(^\text{121}\) Investigators attempted to reproduce the outcomes of one-hundred recent peer-reviewed psychology experiments, but were successful in only thirty-nine cases.\(^\text{122}\)

Commentators bemoan the “replication crisis,” and journalists have written articles with headlines such as “Is Science Broken?” Others are less pessimistic...
about replication failures and state that “[w]e should just be looking at an accumulating evidence paradigm, where we’re getting closer and closer to truth.” Still others argue that replications might fail because they themselves are flawed, that is, the later studies are not conducted under the same conditions by people with the same level of expertise as the original investigators.

Nevertheless, repeated replication failures have distressed the scientific community and all who care about the medical research endeavor. Many agree that “[r]eplication is central to the progress of science: if others cannot reproduce the evidence backing a scientific claim, then the claim loses status as scientific knowledge.” The Internet can enable exchange of data protocols, and software, and such data sharing should greatly facilitate replication efforts. Researchers should take advantage of these opportunities and also do their utmost to ensure that their studies are free of errors and biases so that they can be duplicated by skilled analysts.

VI. Conclusion

This Article has analyzed numerous challenges that researchers face in analyzing big data (and other health information). These include data quality deficiencies; selection, confounding, measurement, and confirmation biases; inadequate sample sizes; sampling errors; effect modifiers; and causal interactions. All of these can cause researchers to mistake mere associations for causal relationships and to reach conclusions that are invalid and cannot be replicated in subsequent studies. Erroneous research findings can mislead legislators, regulators, and lawyers, who use them for purposes of policy-making or litigation.

Formulating solutions for these research obstacles is beyond the scope of this paper, and I have done so in prior work. Suffice it to say that well-developed science_is_not_self_correcting_science_is_broken.html]; Joel Achenbach, Many Scientific Studies Can’t Be Replicated. That’s a Problem, WASH. POST (Aug. 27, 2015), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/speaking-of-science/wp/2015/08/27/trouble-in-science-massive-effort-to-reproduce-100-experimental-results-succeeds-only-36-times/?utm_term=.ab0793214a51 [https://perma.cc/GTT9-6PPL].


125. Mina Bissell, Reproducibility: The Risks of the Replication Drive, NATURE (Nov. 20, 2013), http://www.nature.com/news/reproducibility-the-risks-of-the-replication-drive-1.14184 [https://perma.cc/W5JZ-FHY6] (arguing that “[p]eople trying to repeat others’ research often do not have the time, funding or resources to gain the same expertise with the experimental protocol as the original authors, who were perhaps operating under a multi-year federal grant and aiming for a high-profile publication.”); Errington et al., supra note 116 (discussing whether failure to replicate always means “that the original result was a false positive”).

126. Errington et al., supra note 116.

127. See Hoffman & Podgurski, supra note 1, at 527-38; SHARONA HOFFMAN, Medical Big
techniques can allow researchers to adjust for biases and identify true causal factors.\textsuperscript{128} However, the pitfalls of big data analysis are numerous, and anyone conducting, reviewing, or relying upon it must be aware of their existence. We all must know what questions to ask and what potential flaws to scrutinize, whether we be scientists, attorneys, policy-makers, or members of the interested public.\textsuperscript{129}


\textsuperscript{128} Hammer et al., \textit{supra} note 68, at 667; Kovesdy & Kalantar-Zadeh, \textit{supra} note 108, at 15.